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The Town of Henley
its Town Halls

and its Town Councils.

Henlsy does not feature in the Domesday Book of 1086, but what is
now the hamlet of Badgemore does. The Domesday entry for
Badgemore states

" Henry of Ferrers holds Badgemore from the King and
Ralph from him.

5 hides for 8 ploughs now in Lordship 2 ploughs. 1 slave."

This is slightly unusual since usually land was held from a Lord
with no mention ofthe King, although the Lords did ultimately hold
all land from him. It also suggests that Badgemore was a royal manor.
Henley appears to have been created on the meadow lands below
Badgemore and possibly by royal decision.

No one knows exactly when Henley was begun, there is no mention
of it before the l2th cenhlry, but it has all the evidence of a planned
town.The main street Hart Sfreet leads directly to the church and
not to the bridge, a sign that the town probably was planned before
the construction of a bridge, though there was most likely a ford
across the river at the end of Bell Lane, which was originally the
northern boundary of the town.

In its earliest fomr the town probably consisted of the waterfront
and Hart Steet as far as the north and south roads. Hart street still
has burgage plots on both sides, they are regular plots one house
widtfr on the roadside at the front, varying between about 20ft and



40ft, but extending for some length behind. These were plots of
land rented to the burgesses or merchants of the town. As the town
grew, smaller plots were placed at the end of the main plots forming
smaller houses on the north side of Friday Street, the southern
boundary of the town, and the south side of New Street. New Street
is first mentioned around 1300, and further large brngage plots were
built on its north side extending to Bell Lane. Hart Street was also
extended into what is now the Market Place, and more burgage plots
were placed either side of the lower market.

In 1984 while the Regatta Building alongside the present bridge on
the Remenham side, was being built an arch of the preceding bridge
was found. It was made of shuttered flint with a double outer rim of
square cut Barnack (Northampton) stone. From the shape of the
stones and the tooling on them it was dated as to being built in about
1170 or slightly earlier. Given that the town predated the bridge it is
almost certain that the town began before this date.

Flg 'l Bridge arch
dated to about 1170
found '1 984

In 1135 King Stephen signed a document at Henley, but there is
considerable doubt as to whether this was at this Henley, though it
may have been. It was at a time when he was disputing the throne
with Matilda, and their conflict raged around Wallingford. It is
unlikely that Stephen spent time on building towns, his reign was
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mostly occupied with trouble from Matilda.

However a more possible candidate for the founding of Henley was
Henry I who started the building of Reading Abbey in I 12 I .Building
stone and other materials would have been needed for the project,
and the river between Henley and Reading was often unnavigable at
certain times of the year, having many shallows. It is therefore
possible that Henry created Henley to serve as a port, the river below
Henleybeing always clear of impediments. Henry II in 1179 owned
houses in the town which succeeding kings also owned.

In 1385 Richard II licensed the rents from 115 houses in the town to
be used for the upkeep of the Church and Bridge, which was the
start of Bridge Rents. A charity that was expanded later with many
citizens leaving property to be included in the Bridge Rents, others
left property for other charitable purposes the rents of which were
collected by the town. Whether the rents previous to this were being
paid to the town or to the Lord of the Manor, John Molyns, is not
known.

It was after the fransfer of the rents that Assembly Books began to
be written, probably because the ownership by the Bridge Rent
Charity ofthe houses and their rent collection needed to be recorded.
However before this several deeds exist which show that the town
was already controlled by a Warden, Aldermen and Burgesses of the
town, perhaps at that t 

''ne 
using the rents of the I I 5 houses for the

running of the town. They also dealt with such matters as keeping
order in the town, and sending wrong doers to the Manorial Court.
They also supervised the markets, and saw that refuse and other
debris was removed from the sfreets. After 1385 two Bridgemen
who were also Church Wardens were added to those in the govenring
council, all subsequent deeds begin with the words Warden,
Bridgemen Burgesses and Commonalty, sometimes naming the
holders of the titles.



The earliest Corporation Seal is dated 1306 and the Wardens of the
Town or Keepers of the Guild are listed from 1305 beginning with
Robert Stokes. A panel with the names of the wardens & mayors
may be seen in the passage leading to the Council Chamber. The
town has received several important charters, the charter of Henry
VIII in 1526, of Elizabeth n l57l and the charter of George I in
l722,when the office of Warden was changed'to that of Mayor.

Early deeds speak of the Warden, Bridgemen and Burgesses, but it
is not clear as to the mrmber forming any sort of council. The Warden
was elected annually, while the two Bridgemen, who by tradition
were also Churchwardens, stayed in office for two ye:trs, one only
being elected annually. The senior one standing down after his two
years and the junior Bridgeman of the preceding year moving up to
take his place. Their task was the care of the Bridge and Chruch
using rents from properties in the town.

The charter of Henry VIII in the lTthyeu of his reign granted to the
Warden, then John Gough and the two bailiffs of the town, William
Woodcroft and Thomas Lewis, all the liberties, franchises, free
customs, rights and laws of the town to them and their successors.

That John Gough should have the estate office and authority of
Mayor. That the Mayor and Bailiffs were to be Justices ofthe Peace,

to chose a coroner and hold two fairs of three days each, one in
September and the other in November.

The charter of Elizabeth I declared that the town should remain for
ever a free town of itself, and that the inhabitants should be a body
corporate by the name of the 'Warden, Porfteeves Burgesses and

Commonalty of Henley upon Thames.' That there would be two
Porfreeves, Thomas Morgan and John Byrde, and twelve men of the
better and more honest inhabitants to be capital Burgesses. Their
duties were to include continual repair of the bridge, maintaining
the almshouses and the poor therein. To do this the Corporation
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shall hold and enjoy all the lands, customs and privileges previously
held. The Warden was also to act as Justice of the Peace and be
Clerk of the Market. (In this Charter it would appear that Porheeve
was another term for Bridgeman.)

The charter of George I confirmed that of Elizabeth, but now the
Corporation was to consist of a Mayor, Aldermen, Portreeves,
Burgesses and Commonalty. That ten of the burgesses were to be
Aldennen, from whom one was to be elected Mayor. That two of
the burgesses were to be Porfeeves, and that sixteen ffiabitants
were to be burgesses.

That a High Steward was to be appointed, a Recorder and a Town
Clerk, these last two like the Mayor were to be allowed to appoint a

deputy, the Mayor was also still Clerk of the Market, the Coroner
and Keeper ofthe gaol, and together with three Aldermen was to be
a Justice of the Peace.

In an Assembly book of 1763 there is a mention that Thomas, Earl
of Macclesfield was elected as High Steward of Henley in the place
of his late father, so it is likely thathis father had been the first High
Steward n 17 22 . In I 8 5 8 Btrn lists the Corporation as consisting of
the High Steward, the Earl of Macclesfield, the recorder as H E F
Lambert of Aston, and the Mayor as Thomas Ward Jeston. There
were also ten Aldennen and nine Burgesses, and a Town Clerk,
Samuel Cooper.

In 1877 by the Municipal Corporations New Charters Act and a
charter of 1882 Henleybecame a Municipal Borough,and a Council
was formed with a Mayor, four Aldermen and twelve Councillors.
The Borough status was removed by the Local Government Act of
1973. The present Council consists of sixteen councillors, one of
whom is Mayor. There are also a Town Clerk and a Town Serjeant,
who carries the Mace before the Mayor on important occasions.
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The Mace when not in ceremonial use resides in the Mayor's
Parlour.(see later notes on Maces p20)

It is not known where the Warden Aldermen and Burgesses in the

first three hundred years of Henley met to discuss their business, the

earliest mention of anything resembling a Town Hall is the building

of a Guild Hall in 1487. This Guild Hdl was probably the sarne one

that was decaying in the 18th cenhlry, and according to John Burn

in his History of Henley on Thames in 1861, had fallen down by

t760.

Just before the Guild Hall was finally demolished, a planr was drawn

up showing its shape and position in Middle Row. Middle Row was

a row of shops and some houses that went down the cente of the

Market, from the site of the present Town Hall to Hart Street

approximate$ opposite to the Catherine Wheel. The lower, or Hart

Street end was demolished first, in about the 1780s, and no plan

exists for that. However one ofthe houses was a Public House which

being owned by a charity was moved to another site, it was lnown
as the Two Brewers.

The upper part of Middle Row of which the plan exists, shows not

only the Guild Hall, the original Plume of Feathers pub, property

owned by the Corporation, the Gaol and other shops and houses

(Fig 2). The original plan had a note below it in pencil which said

"180ft Xz4ftroughly", this being the only clue as to the scale of the

plan. By reducing the plan so that the whole block measured "180ft

X24ft- onthe samescale astheO.S. map of 1879, itbecamepossible

to superimpose it on that map (Fig 3).

Its placing on the map was governed by two facts, one that the line

depicting the north side of Fisher Row must be similar to the north

I The plan and its alignment, Figs2 & 3 all published in the Journal ofthe
Henley fuchaeological & Historical Group. Joumal No 12 Spring 1997



side of the Market Place, since as

far as is known that side has not
changed since about the 16th
cenhrry. Excavations in 1984 at the
site ofwhat is now Cargo, revealed
that the front building line was
ancient. The other unknown fact is
how far into the present cross roads
the buildings of Middle Row
extended towards Hart Street.

Here there are several
considerations, one is that Duke
Street was considerably widened in
1871, and that all the corner
buildings had been altered in 1808
to give greater road space2. Another
is that amid 18th century rental for
the Plume of Feathers included it
with Drke Steet, so that it is logical
that it lined up more with Duke
Street than with Bell Sneet.

The widening of Duke Street in
I87l was a considerable
undertaking, the whole of the west
side was demolished and re-erected
firtherback. Accordingto the O.S.
map of 1879 the sheet was then and
is now about 35ft wide. There is a

2 ''lyack, Geoftey, 'The Rebuilding of
Henley on Thames. 1790-1914'
H.A.& H.G JournalNo 7 1989
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photo showing a horse and cart in Duke Street, taken before the
widening where the horse and cart take up at least half the old road
width. The road may have been 10ft-12ft, which together with the
pavements would give a width between the buildings along the road
as being about 15ft-17ft, about half the size of the road today.

A line drawn from the end of where the west side of Duke Steet
may have been (dotted line on Fig 3), to the front of the Plume of
Feathers could be a guide to how far down the plan of Middle Row
should be placed. An interesting conveyance of June 1796 when the
pub was sold to the Corporation says ' a messuage known as the
Plune ofFeathers near the Market Cross fronting towards Hart Street
and adjoining the site whereon the Butcher's shops and the Guild
Hall lately stood.' ffi5 implies that the Guild Hall etc. were demol-
ished before l796,leaving the Feathers on its own. As can be seen

on the map of 1879, the Plume of Feathers or the Feathers was later
relocated on the north side of the Market Place, closing and being
demolished in 1908, its replacement has Feathers on its fascia.

Also shown in Fig 3 by dotted lines are the possible shape of the two
corners of Bell Street, before their rebuilding in 1808. This would
have had a bearing on how far down the street the Plume of Feathers
could have been. If the plan is placed as in Fig 3 then the opening to
Bell Street would have been about I5ft.

On the map of 1879 apump and bough, presumably a horse tough
are shown. The pump was on the site of the main Town well in
Henley, described in a report on the wells in the town in 18783, just
before the introduction of piped water, as containing water clearers
and suspended mineral matter. Amounts of chlorine and nitric acid
somewhat higher in other waters, but within the limits of good water.
The pump and well would have been near to both the Guild Hall

3 HenleyAdvertiser 14 Sep 1878



Fig 3 Plan of Middle Row reduced to the same scale as O.S.Map of 1879 & then reduced again



and to the Plume of Feathers and near to the Market Cross. The
obelisk shown on the 1879 plan would not have been there when
the Guild Hall was in use, but may have been the position once held
by the Market Cross.

The Market Cross known from 1308 was, as Dr Robert Peberdy
says in his work on medieval Henle/, a roofed building with stalls
beneath for traders. A mention in 1437 says that two Burgesses had
to collect money from strangers standing under the Cross with their
merchandise.

That the Cross was at the cross roads is borne out by many later
deeds of houses in the vicinity, and when in 1487 it was decided to
build the new Guild Hall, it was mentioned that it would overlook
the Market. This may mean that the main Market area was at that
time in Hart Sfieet. As Dr Peberdy says in his thesis the main trade
in Henley was the dealing in grain, for which the dealers would only
have brought samples to the market, so perhaps they did not need a
great deal of space. Meanwhile perhaps foodstuffs and other goods

for the town's people were traded in what is now the Market Place,
in what was once Fisher's Row to the north of Middle Row and
Butcher's Row to the south.

The Guild Hall itself according to the plan was about 2}ftby 22ft,
with an entrance of about 10ft square. It is possible that the Guild
Hall was built on columns, so that there was space beneath for stalls.
There are several references to stairs going up to the hall so the
entrance hall would have provided steps up to the hall, perhaps from
Hart street to a half landing and then up to about the centre of the
front wall. Certainly a raised hall would have provided an excellent

4 Peberdy, Robert B 'The Economy, Society and Govemment of a small town in late
Medieval Fngland: a study of Henley on Thames from c.1300-c.1540'
Thesis submitted for a Doctorate at kicester University 1994
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view of the traders at the Cross.

There are several deeds mentioned in a list of Henley deeds made
by W M Hughes in about 19305 which mention places under the
Guild Hall. In 1506 when the Warden Bridgemen and Burgesses
granted to Rob Harrys 'Two opellas'(workshops) 'under le Gilde
Halle opposite the High Cross'. Then there are a series of deeds in
1623,and 1673, mentioning the butcher's shambles under the Guild
Hall or Town Hall. In 1676 itwas the lease of a shop in the middle
of the High Street under the Town Hall. Another in 1676 was a grant
to Ann Woodroffe widow, of a shop in the middle of the High Street
called Butcher's Row, while in 1678 Ralph Wilkes leased to Stephen
Willis for one year three messuages adjoining one another and on
the east end adjoining the Town Hall (possibly the Corporation
property in Fig 2).

It is a great pity that there do not seem to be any drawings showing
what the Guild Hall may have looked like. It is possible that there
were once more buildings in Middle Row, between the west end as

shown on the plan and the position of the Town Hall of 1796, the
foot of which may be seen on the edge of the piece ofthe 1879 map
shown in Fig 3. The Town Hall was built on the site where Cooper
had his cabinet making premises, so evidently buildings did stretch
down the Market.

The Corn Market may have been in the space to the west of the
Middle Row Plan, and when the Town Hall of 1796 was constructed
moved beneath the new hall, which was a raised hall standing on
sixteen pillars. That the Corn Market had been moved from the
Market Cross is evident from various deeds of the 17th century

5 Hughes List - 791 AD284 (1506), 318 & 319AD458 & 459 (1623),

3t6 AD522 (t673),311 AD523 (t673),315 AD532 (1676),r53 AD532 (1676),
32 AD533 (t676),313 AD535 (1678)
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sorre deeds concenting propefiles tltat were knocked dou'n to make

an entraltce for the Greys Road Car Park in the 1950s. tlention that

to the north was tlre Conr Market

'j-here rs an entry in tlre Quaker's Minute Book of 1705 which

recounts that in l658 a Quaker Atnbrose Rigge with two frields
came to Henley arrd pLrtting their horses at the Rose and Crown

(Facys), after market they got a stool or fonr and set it in tlie gateway

ofthe said inn, which was agarnst the Corn Market, and there declared

truth ' It appears that though some Flenley people accepted the

message, others were nrde and uncouth attd flung '€Itlts that they got

fi'orn the butchers'

The Town Hall of 1796 was a fine l8th century building (Fig a),

witli elegant pillars and a central staircase up to the rnain hall. There

is a note rn the Assernbly Book for I 795 which states that the stairs

of the new Town Hall are to be 4fl 2 ins wide lt was obviously a

great improvement on the old delapidated Guild I-lall Bum writing

in I 861 says that the foundation stolre u'as laid by the Mayor, Roberl

Brakspear in June 1795, that it is supporled by sixteen pillars, and

contains a hall, council room and record loom. Tliat below there are

offices for public dinners, and a gaol 'I-he ptazza under the hall is
used as a market place for corn dealers Near to the pillars are the

stocks.

However by the rniddle of the lgth century it was tlot spaciotts

enough, and a building irnrnediately behind it was brought into use

as overflow office space. The Torvn liall had been built right Lrp

against that buildrng so presumably a doorwav through could be

rnade There was uo road behind the I own lJall at that tilne and no

Krngs Road, photos and paintings shou'that the row of houses, now

lrousing the ar1 galler-v and the Victona. continued right up to the

back of the 'fown llall
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Fig 4 The Town Hall of 1796-1898 drawn by J Buckler
1824

By about 1870 it was decided to close up the pround floor and to
build an ouler wall outside the side pillars. rnaking round ftonted

;rrotusions at each comer of the lront, tltrrs tnaking ntore interior
space

Bl' the I B90s pressure was on to dernolish tlre wholc btrilding and

coltstruct a cornplelely nerv and larger Town liall, it was decided to

rnake it to celebrate Queen Victona's Dranrond .lrrbilee in 1 897 Many
discussiolrs took place, Mr Charles Clernenls a builder, who had been

lr4ar-or, was so enarnoured of the I 796 brrilding that wlten it was

finally 1o be pulled dorvn, he insisted that hc would prrrchase tlte

t3



Plan 1 Supposedplanof 1796

Plan2 Town Hall before demolition
Plan 3 Town Hall as private house

Plans not to scale or measured

Plan3

Fig 5 The Town Hall of 1796, & its transformation
into a private House

t4
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building and re-erect it as a private house at Crazies Hill, near
Wargrave, where he had some land. He did this and it can still be

seen there, interestingly the house gives some idea of the ground
plan of the original hall. After avisitthere in 1981 I was able to
sketch a plan of the ground floor which was published together with
an account of the house, in June of that year @ig 5)6. The three
plans show something of the development of the building. It is
possible that the division in Plan 3 between the drawing room and

the morning room was already in place while in Henley, and that the
fine doors from the hall to the two rooms were also in place before
the move.

If one studies Plan 3 (Fig 5) and the drawing by Buckler (Fig a) it
seems likely that originally, the area shown as the drawing room,
without its back alcove (as seen in the plan), may already have been

an enclosed room. It may be that when the whole ground floor was
enclosed in about 7870, the space shown in Plan 3 as the morning
room was then made a separate room. Perhaps the fine doors to
both rooms were installed at that time.

The architect chosen for the new Town Hall was Henry T Hare ( I 86 I -
l92l), a native of Scarborough and articled to C A Bury of
Scarborough , he later studied at L Ecole des Beaux Arts in Paris.
He won a prestigious architectural prize and went on to become
Vice -President ofthe R.I.B.A. His speciality was in designing public
buildings such as public libraries, municipal buildings, schools and

colleges 7. i

It seeems that costs for the building were badly underestimated, this
did not affect the design of the building itself, but later on caused
problems with some of the fixtures and furnishings, which were

6 Newsletter of the HenleyArchaeological & Historical Group No 25 l98l
7 Further information on Flare and the building of the Town Hall and some of its rooms

and contents, see H.A & H.G booklet'The Town Flall' by JoyAston. 2nd edition 1996
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HENLEY TOWN HALL: Ground and First Floor Plans
Henry T Hare: Architect

Fig 6

(These plans re-printed from Joy Aston's booklet entitled The Town Hall
first published c.1980)
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also to be designed by Hare.The building was put out to tender and
in October 1897, the contract was awarded to McCarthy E Pitt of
Reading, whose tender of f9,766 was the lowest but one. As the
building got under way, finances were still the main diffrculty,
meetings continued discussing how to raise money, and the necessity
of borrowing f,4,000 to complete the building.

The Town Hall was finally declared open on 13 March 190l,and a
gand dinner was held. The opening had been postponed due to the
death of Queen Victoria. The Town Hall was designed so that it
might be used for Corporation Meetings, magistates courts, civic
functions, dances, public meetings and hired out for private meetings
and concerts, while also providing offices for Corporation officials
and employees.

The half basement was designed to provide office space while the
floor above was to house the Mayor's Parlour, a Committee Room
and the Council Chamber. The top floor was to be a grand hall with
a stage at one end. The plans in Fig 6 of the main floors are the plans
as originally published in an Architectural Journal, they describe
them as ground and first floor, but due to the half basement the
lower of the two floors is considerably higher than the ground.

The halfbasement though now housing offices was for a considerable
time occupied by the Tourist Office, the public library, and before
that I believe was used by a school and also as a Drill Hall.

The Council rooms contain some interesting items, especially the
Mayor's Parlour which may be visited by special application to the
Mayor, the room is his private office and usually kept locked.

.;ffi8<.
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Items of Interest kept in the Mayor's Parlour

Mace - Circa 1722.Made of silver - Gold gilt. Weight 6.5 kg.
Robes - Wom on Civic flrnctions as decreed -

Mayor making, Mayor's Sunday, Arrristice Parade,

Council Meetings.
Mayoress'Chain - Donated by Monica Rowe, originally a muff

chain converted to carry the Mayoress' badge.
Mayor's Escort badge - Donated by Councillor Mrs J E Owen

ln.1994
Water Colours of Henley Scenes - Painted by Miss Lucy Cooper

between 1890 and 1935, she was a member of the
Cooper family, of whom five members were Town
Clerks at some time in their lives.

Epergne - Presented by parishioners to a previous Rector of
St Mary's Church. Details as engraved.

Silver Cup - Presented by Councillor A G Spiers to mark the
Silver Jubilee of Elizabeth II

Silver Plate - Plate presented to a Borough Treasurer of Henley
whilst he was still in office aged 90+. Details as engraving.

Various photographs of Royal Visits.
TWinning Items - Plate given by the townspeople of

Falaise, Normandy, France
l,eichlingen Coat of Arms presented by the
Burgermeister of Leichlingen, Germany in 1978

Model of Viking ship -Given by Scandinavian Rowers
Pottery Vase - Presented by a team of hockey players

from Rhaden, near Arnhem, Netherlands.

<r.=ffi.9.
l8



Fig 7 Town Hall photo 200G
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Notes from the'Manual of the Mace'

The Mace was and is a weapon of war, the oldest and most universal
weapon produced by man, the ceremonial Mace of today is the
ornarnental descendant ofthe prehistoric club or bludgeon.

Wth the infoduction of armour anong fighting men, the wooden
club or bludgeon ca:ne to be bound with iron and then made of iron
and steel alone, and by the 1lth and 12th Centuries had developed
into a stylized weapon of a formidable nature. Some detailed
description of this weapon is necessary, for this was the direct
ancestor of the cerenonial Mace.

The war Mace of the days of chivalry, that is of closefighting
armoured men, was of iron and steel, about two feet long. At the
hitting end was a bole fitted with four or more spikes or flanges

with sharp points and capable when used with force, of penetrating
or cracking the conternporary hehnet or armour; at the other end
was some sort of handgrip, with a knob at the end to prevent it
slipping out of the hand.

This type of Mace was adopted as the peculiar or special weapon of
the Serjeants-at-Arms appointed first by Phillip II of France
(1180-1223). They were to guard his person from suspected assassins,

when he returned to France after deserting the cause ofthe Crusaders.
According to contemporary chroniclers, a similar bodyguard was
instituted by Richard I of England, Richard Coeurde-Lion. One can
only conjecture that the Mace was adopted as the weapon for this
nearest bodyguard for the reason that it was handy by day or night
and comparatively silent.

The Mace was also the peculiar weapon of a Bishop or Churchman
when he took the field in war; here the argument apparently was



that while it was considered sacerdotal for a man of God to shed a
fellow creature's blood with a sword or battleaxe, to crack his skull
was allowable - a fine distinction.

It soon became the custom for the King's Serjeants-at-Arms to have
the Royal Arms inscribed or engraved on the knob at the handle
end, just as a carefrrl man today will scratch his name on the handle
of his umbrella, and possibly for a similar reason. Also, too it came
to be decorated with gold and silver inlay etc.

The King's Serjeants-at-Arms, and presentlythe Sef eants and similar
Officers allowed to attend on Sherif[s, Bai[ffs and Mayors, gradually
became less and less armed personal bodyguards, and more the
messengers or legates to convey the Royal orders to local authorities,
so the Mace with the Royal arms inscribed on it which he carried,
became the obvious and visible passport to betoken the Royal
Authority.

In the course of time, therefore, it is easy to see how the hitting end
of the Mace fell out of use and the handle end increased in
importance. First the knob with the plate or button with the Royal
Arms was enlarged, and the arms done in silver or enamel, and then
later is sprouted a coronet:. At the same time the Maces became
entirely covered with and eventually wholly made ofprecious metal.
Now we see the Mace no longer a weapon of offence, but a symbol
of authority; the sharp hitting flanges dropped off, the coronet
expanded into full-sized crown and the whole weapon swelled to
proportions too large to be wielded to strike. Thus by the end of the
Tudor period the Ceremonial Mace was frrlly fledged.

The pattern of Mace most commonly sean today was standardised
by Royal decreeofCharles I (Parliament Order of 1649,Instructions
for Cities and Towns to obey Maundy's 'forme and patterne of
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Maces') confirmed under the Commonwealth (but substituting an

acorn for the orb and cross) and restored under Charles II.

The most curious and interesting point to note about the evolution
of the Mace is that it was also a revolution; the hitting head has

become the innocuous base and the handle knob has become the
head, and so it is that today the Ceremonial Mace.is carried, so to
speak, upside down. I

The Mace should precede the Mayor when entering and leaving the
Council Chanber, and should always repose in front of the Mayor
when the Council is sitting: When the Mayor is seated the Mace
rests horizontally before him with the crown to his right hand or in
the more important direction. Thus should the Mayor occupy a stall.
in the Choir of a church, the crown of the Mace should be towards
the Altar. The Mace should always be reversed in the presence of
Royalty. This is because the Mace is a symbol of the Mayor's
authority, and as such becomes redundant in the actual presence of
The Sovereign

The Mace usually incorporates a Royal crown or other Royal insignia,
and as such is a token ofRoyal authority. Only those local authorities
that are created Corporations by Royal charter are entifled to such.a
Mace and in many of the ancient clarters the right to carry a Mace
(or two or more Maces, as the case may be) before the Mayor is
expressly granted to the Corporation. A newly created Borough
without a Charter may not use such a Mace without Royal permission,
but no permission is needed to possess a Mace not having any Royal
insignia.

The Deputy Mayor, when acting on the Mayor's behalf at a Council
Meeting and on other occasions iflocal custom so provides, is entitled
to have the Mace(s) carried before him, but no other person is so

entitled.



The Armorial Bearings
of

Henley on Thames Town Council
John Allen

The illustrations show the arms and badge granted to Henley
on Thames Town Council. The letters patent formally making this
grant were sealed by Garter, Clarenceux and Norroys & Ulster Kings
of Arms n 1976 and are framed and exhibited in the Council
Chamber of the Town Hall.

The shield of arms (below) shows the same design as the
ancient seal that has been used by the Town Wardens of Henley, and



then by Henley Borough Council since 1624. The kings of arms
acknowledged this long usage and ratified its future use, thereby
setting aside their customary avoidance of the use of lettering in
English heraldic design.

Supporting the shield on one side is the ranrpant lion which
was depicted on the town's seal from 1306. On the other side is an
ox to denote Henley's historic links 'with Oxford and
Oxfordshire.They hold the shield on a grassy mound with
conventially represented water at its lower edge, imaging the town's
situation where the grass-covered Chilterns sweep down to the
Thames.

The crest on top of the helmet is based on a mural crown,
syrnbolic of the Borough status enj oyed by the town from I 24 I rmtil
1974. This mural crown is charged with a fleur-de-lis, the qmrbol of
St Mary the Virgin to whom Henley's Parish Church is dedicated.
Each side of the fleur-delis a bishop's mitre is a reminder of
benefactions made to the town by Archbishop Laud and Bishop
Longland.

Above the mural crown the representation of the Diamond
Challenge Sculls denotes Henley's identification with the sport of
rowing in general, and with the Royal Regatta in particular.

The military activities that have played their part in the history
of Henley find ryanbolism in the town's anns. Captain (later Sir)
Winston Chwchill commanded the Henley squadron of the Queen's
Ourn Oxfordshire Hussars. ln two world wars Henley men fought
and fell with the Ox and Bucks Light Infantry whose regimental
badge, a bugle horn hanging from abowed string, hangs from the
shoulder of both the lion and the ox.

On the lion's shoulder is a Tudor Rose, the badge of James I
who is traditionally treated as the founder of Henley Grammar
School. The rose was also the token rent that was annually paid to
the crown for the Manor of Phyllis Court. On the shoulder of the ox



is a wheel, the symbol for St Catherine who was Henley's favourite
saint, according to the historian Burn ( I 861), and for whom a chapel
in St Mary's Church was endowed by the town.

The petition to the Earl Marshal for a grant of amrs to Henley
Town Council was made in 1974, when local government
reorganization deprived the town of its long enjoyed borough status.
Eighteen Henley clubs and societies, thirty five businesses and over
one hundred and fifly private persons who lived or took recreation
in the town, quickly supported the public appeal to pay the fees
associated with the grant of arms. Public sentiment was neatly
summarized by Mr W E Bruce's suggested motto "Aborough for
a long time, but a community for ever", this was shortened to
..SEMPER COMMUNITAS".

The coat of arms is properly for the inalienable use of the
Town Council who might mark their property, territories or
publications with the shield alone or with the whole achievement.
But the Council may permit organisations to demonstrate their
association with the town by the use of the Council's Badge

Designed by Mr John
Brooke-Little,then
Richmond Herald of Arms,
thebadge is a re-amangement
of the charges shown on the
shield. A crowned letter H is
shown within an oval
surrounded by clouds from
which radiate the rays of the
sun. Sun rays shining from a

cloud were the royal badge of
Edward III, and have been
used on Henley's seal since
t624.
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